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Beer and Cider
peroni  £4.80
windswept halo lager £6.00
windswept blonde £6.00
windswept apa £6.00
innis & gunn the original £5.00
thistly cross original cider £5.00

Vodka

grey goose £5.00
belvedere £4.50

Cognac / Armagnac

cognac gautier vs £6.00
courvoisier vsop £5.00
remy martin vsop £6.50
janneau vsop armagnac £6.00

International Whiskey

buffalo trace bourbon £4.00
jameson irish £4.00
canadian club £4.00

Blended Whisky

famous grouse £4.00
monkey shoulder £4.00 

Liqueurs
 
tia maria £3.50
glayva £3.50
drambuie £4.00
disaronno £3.50
baileys £4.00
grand marnier £4.50
cointreau £4.00

Rum

bacardi carta blanco £4.00
captain morgan £4.00
dark matter £6.00
kraken dark £4.00

Soft Drinks
 
fever tree tonic £2.50
fever tree light tonic £2.50
fever tree ginger ale £2.50
fever tree ginger beer £2.50
fever tree lemonade £2.50
frobisher orange juice £2.50
frobisher apple juice £2.50
frobisher tomato juice £2.50
frobisher pineapple £2.50

beers, softs and spirits
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Cocktail List Summer 2021

All of our Signature Cocktails have been lovingly developed in house. Inspired by the timeless classics,  
we have created a modern twist, using mainly Scottish ingredients where possible. All of our syrups and 
infusions are made in house. 

Our bar team will happily explain our inspiration for each cocktail and can recreate a classic  
that is not on our list. 

lemon meringue £12.00    
grey goose, cointreau, homemade lemon syrup, candied lemons

old fashioned gingerbread £10.00    
makers mark bourbon, homemade gingerbread and maple syrup, bitters

scottish summer £12.00    
talisker, homemade ginger syrup, soda

signature gin martini £10.00
botanist gin, dry vermouth, orange bitters, served dirty or with a twist

krakens morning coffee £12.00
kraken rum, espresso, tia maria, white cacao

modern aviator £12.00 
boe violet gin, marachino liqueur, homemade violet syrup, lemon

cocktails
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For the Table

cairn o’mohr winery
Set in amongst the rich fields of the Carse of Gowrie, Perthshire, there’s a unique Scottish winery. Since 1987 
Cairn o’ Mohr has been brewing up juicy-fruity, berry loaded, award winning country wines, using the berries 
for which the area is famous, wild flowers, fruits and leaves. Owners Ron and Judith Gillies believe in sourcing 
locally, and living in an area flush with wild ingredients and some of the best fruit in the world it’s all there for 
the picking. 

braes o gowrie sparkling elderflower £15.00    
braes o gowrie sparkling elderberry £15.00

For the Beer and Cider lovers

heineken 0.0 lager £4.00     

Mocktail

spiced apple fizz - apple, ginger, lime £5.95
virgin mary - frobishers tomato juice,  spiced £5.95
non collins - tanqueray 0.0%, lemon, sugar, soda £5.95

non-alcoholic drinks
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Scotland

arbikie gin (perthshire) £5.00 
Distilled with carefully selected local botanicals. Sea kelp, carline thistle & blaeberry embody the elements of 
ocean, rock & land that surround the east coast of Scotland

hendricks (ayrshire) £5.00
Quirky producer Hendricks make their pot-still distilled gin using cucumber as one of the primary botanicals. 
This makes for a unique, tasty and incredibly refreshing gin

boe gin (stirling) £5.00
Made in Scotland, this is a unique gin with rich botanicals such as angelica and cardamom

boe violet gin (stirling) £6.00
Made In Stirling, flavoured with Violet Flowers grown for the distillery, A light floral gin with a kick of 

sweetness

botanist (islay) £5.00
Enough botanicals to make us wish we had five noses. Big notes of citrus, delicate menthol and flowers 
everywhere! Made on Islay

caorunn (scottish) £5.00    
Carefully handcrafted in the Scottish Highlands, Caorunn expertly infuses five locally 
foraged gin botanicals

eden mill, oak barrel (st. andrews) £6.00    
Made in St Andrews, this perfectly balanced gin has been aged in oak barrels to give it a woody, complex taste

edinburgh gin (edinburgh) £5.00    
Distilled in the shadow of Edinburgh castle, this gin is crafted from the finest quality grain spirit with a unique 

blend of Scottish botanicals

house of elrick (aberdeen) £5.50    
House of Elrick Gin comes to us from Aberdeen, featuring a selection of botanicals including juniper, 
coriander, citrus, angelica, pink peppercorn, sweet fennel, heather and rose petals. Not only that, it's made 
with fresh water drawn from Loch Ness!

gins
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hrafn gin (banchory) £5.50
Inspired by the importance of the raven in Norse mythology, Hrafn Gin gets its name for the Old Norse word 
for the aforementioned bird. The brand's flagship gin, Hrafn Thought & Memory, is made with a selection of 
botanicals, with the star of the show (alongside juniper, obviously) being mandarin. Enjoyably spicy stuff, this

porters (aberdeen) £5.50
Good earthy depth and fresh citrus top notes enhanced further by fragrant buddha's hand

edinburgh gin rhubarb & ginger (edinburgh) £5.00    
Infused with the essence of rhubarb and extracts of real ginger giving it both a tart crispness and spicy, 
warming character. The initial sweetness gives way to crisp rhubarb notes opening to a full-bodied finish.

rock rose (caithness) £5.50     
Rock Rose Gin is made at the Dunnet Bay Distillery all the way up in Caithness This very northerly gin 
features botanical including locally harvested Rhodiola Rosea, Rowan Berries, Sea Buckthorn, Blaeberries, 
Verbena, Coriander Seed, Cardamom and Juniper

   
daffy’s (cairngorms) £5.50     
The Scottish distillers use a selection of eight botanicals for Daffy's Gin, including juniper, Lebanese mint, 
coriander, angelica root, Spanish lemon and orange peels, cassia bark and orris root

persie sweet & nutty old town gin (auchenflower) £5.50     
Aromas of vanilla ice cream, butterscotch and almonds.  Creamy and full bodied taste with a nutty 
gingerbread note. 

England

bombay sapphire (london) £4.00 
One of the best known and most delicately perfumed gins in the world, Bombay Sapphire makes an excellent 
martini, and is great as a base for a gin and tonic

gordons gin (london) £4.00
An absolute classic dry gin, This is a triple-distilled gin flavoured with juniper berries, coriander, angelica, and 
one other botanicals
 

sipsmith (london) £5.00
The quintessential expression of a classic, traditional London Dry Gin. Bold, complex and aromatic – smooth 
enough for a Martini, yet rich and balanced, perfect for a G&T

brockmans (london) £5.50
To make Brockmans, exquisite botanicals are sourced from all over the world. These include some typical 
ingredients such as angelica from Saxony, Bulgarian coriander and juniper berries from Tuscany



   

tanqueray 10 (london) £7.00    
An incredible small batch London dry gin made in pot still number 10. Tanqueray Number 10 is citrusy  
and full bodied

Rest of the World

monkey 47 (germany) £6.50    
An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, Monkey 47 contains a unique ingredient- cranberries. The 

47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into this unique gin, and the fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%.

gin mare (spain) £6.00
A fabulous Spanish Gin inspired by Mediterranean flavours, Gin Mare is made with botanicals including 
arbequina olive, rosemary, thyme, basil and mandarin

 

gins
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The Highlands
northern highlands

clynelish 14yrs £7.00

Colour: Bright pale orange
Nose: Fragrant, a stroll in the sand dunes
Body: Firm, oily and seductively smoky
Palate: Firm hit of cleansing flavours, coriander, orange, dry, spicy distinctively mustardy
Finish: The spiciness becomes yet more perfumed and exotic

dalmore 12yrs £6.50

Colour: Antique gold
Nose: Vanilla fudge, thick cut orange marmalade, sherry, and a whiff of leather
Body: Velvety smooth
Palate: Sherry and spice, plus delicate citrus notes
Finish: Medium, with ginger, Seville oranges, and a hint of vanilla

glengoyne 10yrs £5.50

Colour: Yellowy gold
Nose: Fresh but very soft, warm fruitiness, with rich malty dryness, very light sherry
Body: Light to medium, smooth, rounded
Palate: Clean, grassy, fruity, with more apple notes, tasty and very pleasant
Finish: Still sweet, but drying slightly, clean, appetising

glenmorangie 10yrs £5.50

Colour:  Antique gold
Nose: Floral, with fresh fruits, butterscotch and toffee
Body: Silky
Palate: More toffee than its predecessor, nutty, with fresh oranges and lemons

old pulteney 12yrs £5.00

Colour: Deep yellow
Nose:  Dry, peat, grass, sweet broom
Body: Light, oily
Palate:  Light, still honey and nuts, but oilier
Finish:  Oily, soothing, and very salty

malt whisky
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The Highlands
southern highlands

edradour 10yrs £5.50

Colour: Antique gold
Nose: Floral with vanilla, caramel, faintly earthy notes
Body: Smooth
Palate: Butterscotch, spice, mild pepper
Finish: Medium to long, spicy

The Islands

highland park 12yrs - orkney £5.50

Colour:  Amber
Nose:  Smoky, “garden bonfire” sweetness, heathery, malty a hint of sherry
Body:  Medium, exceptionally smooth
Palate:  Succulent, smoky, dryness, heather-honey sweetness and maltiness
Finish:  Teasing, heathery, delicious

isle of jura 10yrs - jura £5.50

Colour:  Bronze satin
Nose: Very light peat smoke, but also some sherry sweetness, sweet hay
Body: Smooth, waxy
Palate:  Pine, honey, developing sweet creaminess opens very slowly
Finish: Salty with a surprising sting

ledaig 10yrs - mull £5.50

Colour:  Pale gold
Nose:  Peaty and sweet, with notes of roasted nuts, butter and smoked fish
Body:  Medium, firm
Palate: Bold yet sweet, soft peat, heather, fresh fruit, a hint of iodine
Finish: Medium in length with pepper, ginger, liquorice and peat

malt whisky
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poit dhubh 8yrs - skye-vatted £4.50

Colour:  Gold 
Nose:  Salty and fresh aroma, sweet sherry notes, touch of smoke
Body: Full bodied

Palate:  Rich, mouth coating flavours of caramel, toffee, coconut, figs, cocoa, and smoke
Finish: Long, with flavours of cocoa, sherry, smoke and a bit of medicinal sweetness

talisker 10yrs - skye £6.00

Colour:  Bright amber red
Nose:  Pungent, smoke accented, rounded
Body:  Full, slightly syrupy
Palate:  Smoky, malty sweet, with sourness and a very big pepperiness developing

Finish:  Very peppery, huge, long

talisker 18yrs £12.50

Colour:  Golden brown
Body: The nose is clean and fresh. There is a mixed fruity sweetness with a spicy character. The peat and  
 smoke rise with notes of perfume and thick oak.
Palate:  The palate is thick and rich and full-bodied. Notes of spicy, peppery oak, espresso beans and wood  
 smoke. A little allspice creeps in, there is a certain zesty character lurking somewhere.
Finish:  The finish is long and with peppery oak.

talisker 30yrs - Skye £48.00

Colour:  Golden brown
Nose: Lots of peat, big stewed fruit
Body: Full, rich, sweet
Palate:  Chilli lemon chicken, oaky tannins, pepper, peat

Finish: Long, powerful, impressive with oak, pepper and fruit in the mix

tobermory 10yrs - mull £6.00

Colour: Light Gold
Nose: Lighty peated, oak, seaweed
Body: Full, rich, sweet
Palate: Oak, Honey, Salt, Smoke
Finish: Long, yet mellow with a slight finish of smoke

malt whisky
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Islay

Bowmore 12yrs - Bowmore £5.50

Colour: Mid amber
Nose: Lemon, honey and gentle brine
Body: Medium
Palate: Smoky and citric, with developing cocoa notes
Finish: Lengthy, with boiled sweets, milk chocolate and sweet peat

Bowmore 25yrs - Bowmore £38.00

Colour: Deep mahogany
Nose: Rich with sweet sherry and just a hint of smoke
Body: Full
Palate: Perfumed fruits, toffee and sherry, a suggestion of peat and oak tannins

Finish: Long, with dark chocolate, nuts and gentle smoky oak

Bruichladdich 10yrs - Rhinns Peninsula £5.50

Colour: Bright, green gold
Nose: Fresh, clean, very soft “sea air”, wildflowers
Body: Satin
Palate: Summer fruits, passion fruit, zesty
Finish: The flavours meld with a late frisson of sharpness

Bunnahabhain 12yrs - Post Askaig £5.50

Colour: Gold
Nose: Remarkably fresh, sweet, sea air aroma
Body: Light to medium
Palate: Gentle, clean with a nutty malty sweetness

Finish: Very full flavour development, refreshing

Caol Ila 12yrs - Post Askaig £6.00

Colour: Vinho verde
Nose: Soft, juniper, garden mint, grass, burnt grass
Body: Lightly oily, simultaneously soothing appetizing
Palate: Lots of flavour development, becoming spicy, vanilla, nutmeg, white mustard
Finish: Very long

malt whisky
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lagavulin 16yrs - port ellen £9.00

Colour: Full amber
Nose: Sea spray, peat smoke, stings the back of the nose
Body: Full, smooth, very firm
Palate: Peaty dryness like gunpowder tea, oily, grassy and salty notes

Finish: Peat fire, warming 

laphroaig 10yrs - port ellen £5.50

Colour: Full, refractive gold
Nose: Medicinal, phenolic, with a hint of seaweed
Body: Medium, oily
Palate: Seaweed, salty and oily
Finish: Round and very dry

The Lowlands

auchentoshan 12yrs - glasgow £5.50

Colour: Honey gold
Nose: Floral and fruity, with mashed banana and nutty malt
Body: Smooth, slightly oily
Palate: Malt, caramel, oranges, a hint of sherry

Finish: Medium in length and malty

glenkinchie 12yrs - edinburgh £6.00

Colour:  Pale gold
Nose:  Grassy and grainy, oaky, delicate notes of walnuts and almond, wildflowers, smoky
Body:  Light and unassertive
Palate: Simply sweet and fruity with oak giving it some backbone, balanced

Finish: Medium long with a bigger grassiness

johnnie walker blue label - kilmarnock-blend £24.00

Colour:  Light tan
Nose:  Fragrant with good body, hessian, crisp, spice, dried fruit, lime skins, aniseed, hints of cedar
Body: Supple and balanced
Palate: Just like the nose, slightly sweet, mild, honey and maltiness

malt whisky
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Speyside 

ancnoc 12yrs - knockando £5.00

Colour: Yellow with a greenish hue
Nose:  Pepper, dusty, coal smoke, fresh, clean, cut barley
Body:  Medium and rich
Palate: Sweet barley, very clean, herbal, gradually spices and fruit

Finish: Quite long, with lots of spices and a soft melon like fruitiness

balvenie doublewood 12yrs - dufftown £6.50

Colour:  Deep golden orange 
Nose:  Pencil shavings, dry, woody, dusty, sweet satsuma and orange, complex
Body:  Soft, rounded and medium full
Palate:  Sharp, clean barley, but without enough body, fruit cake, orange fruits

Finish: Pleasant, medium long, fruity

cragganmore 12yrs - ballindalloch £5.50

Colour:  Golden
Nose:  The most complex of any malt, astonishingly fragrant and delicate, grass and herb
Body:  Light to medium, but very firm and smooth
Palate: Delicate, clean, restrained, huge range of herbal, flowery notes
Finish:  Long

glenfarclas 10yrs - ballindalloch £6.00

Colour:  Amber
Nose:  Plenty of sherry, oak, maltiness and a hint of smokiness
Body:  Big, bright
Palate:  Mellow with hints of caramel

Finish: Long and smooth

glenfiddich 12yrs - dufftown £5.50

Colour:  Bright gold
Nose: Chocolate, Honey
Body: Light but very smooth
Palate:  Suave, silky, white chocolate, pears in cream, cardamom

Finish: Short with a touch of brightness

malt whisky
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glenlivet founders reserve - ballindalloch £6.00

Colour:  Pale gold
Nose:  Remarkably flowery, clean and soft
Body:  Light to medium, firm, smooth
Palate:  Flowery, peachy, notes of vanilla, a delicate balance

Finish:  Restrained, long and gently warming

glenrothes reserve - aberlour £6.00

Colour:  Pale golden
Body:  American oak, vanilla and coconut, hints of plum
Palate: Full malty flavour, medium sweet, vanilla and orange zest
Finish:  Long and slightly spicy

glenrothes 1995 - aberlour £10.00

Colour:  Rich gold
Nose: Biscuity with a lemon curd, black treacle, custard, granary toast, honey and cinnamon
Body: Rich and full
Palate:  Cocoa, hazelnut, walnut and dates, hints of sherried peels, chocolate raisins, redcurrant
Finish: Smooth with notes of coffee, caramel and walnut

knockando 12yrs - knockando £5.50

Colour:  Light gold
Nose:  Subtle and complex, quite light, grapes, grassy and barley
Body:  Light and unassertive
Palate:  Sour fruit and apple pip, then sharp barley, firm and oily centre, strong wave of spices
Finish: Long and spicy

miltonduff 6yrs - elgin £5.50

Colour:  Honeyed gold
Nose: Fragrant, flowery, very faint peat
Body: Light to medium, firm, smooth
Palate:  Sweetish, firm, clean

Finish:  Firm, lightly nutty, soothing

malt whisky
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monkey shoulder - dufftown-vatted £4.00

Colour:  Honey gold
Nose:  Apples, fresh and zesty, grapefruit, young
Body: Light, soft and rounded
Palate:  Green apples, citrus fruit, refreshing with clean barley, very rounded and balanced
Finish: Medium and fruity, with some late fruit

mortlach 18yrs - dufftown £28.50

Colour:  Profound, rich amber
Nose:  Dry oloroso sherry, smoky, peaty
Body: Medium to full, firm and smooth
Palate: Sherryish, smoky, peaty, sappy, some fruitiness, assertive
Finish:  Long and dry

singleton of dufftown 12yrs - dufftown £5.50

Colour:  Deep gold
Nose: Vegetal, rootsy, toffee, slight
Body: Unassertive, inoffensive
Palate:  Light and uncomplicated, sweet, with some barley and fruit, but wispy, weak spice 
Finish:  Medium and spice

Campbeltown 

springbank 10yrs - longrow £6.00

Colour:  Gold
Nose: Light brine, spice, rounded malt, pear. Elegant for a youngster
Body: Rich and oily, mouth coating
Palate:  Fantastic mix of dry and sweet, tinned pear, citrus, a suggestion of smoke
Finish:  Melon

malt whisky
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Introduction

Fine wine produced in the 21st Century is made to be enjoyed, both on its own and 
especially with fine food.  To this end, we use excellent glassware to further enhance 
your appreciation of each and every red, white, rose, sparkling, sweet and fortified 
wine served at Douneside.  Riedel, Schott-Zwiesel, Chef & Sommelier feature, with 
the Riedel Veritas glass our latest addition to best enhance medium to full bodied 
red and white wines.  In order to create an exceptional food and wine pairing, 
why not let us assist you in selecting the ideal bottle (or glass) to match your menu 
choices.  Our restaurant team members will be able to offer some guidance and 
our senior team of Aaron, Alex, Gordon and Leon, along-side James, our award 
winning Sommelier, may reveal an old favourite,or even better, introduce you to 
something new and delicious.

                                       At Douneside, temptation is not a sin! 

Wines
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Sparkling Wine  18

Rosé    18

Half Bottles  18
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Wine by the Glass

Sparkling and Prosecco - 125ml
prosecco riflessi nv, italy £9.50 
Classy, elegant & refined bubbles

gusbourne estate brut reserve kent 2016 £14.00
We are delighted to introduce this exceptional British vintage fizz produced from Chardonnay, Pinot Noir & 

Pinot Meunier to rival the finest of Champagne. The perfect aperitif

White - 175ml
convivale pinot grigio, italy 2020 £7.50  
Easy drinking, light and fresh 
mâcon-uchizy domaine talmard, burgundy, france 2020 £10.50 
Small family producer of rich, un-oaked pure Chardonnay        
emiliana organic adobe sauvignon blanc, casablanca valley, chile 2020 £8.50  
Vineyards close to the Pacific Ocean influence this wines zingy, fresh and aromatic style

Rosé - 175ml
tendem rosé, languedoc-roussillon, france 2020 £8.50 
Grenache based, pale pink with hints of Mediteranean wild herbs

Red - 175ml
carmenere reserva, casas del bosque, chile 2019 £8.00
Chile’s signature red grape. Bold, rich dark fruit and softly textured 
château videau merlot/cabernet bordeaux superieur, france 2018 £8.50 
Quintessential Claret – dry, satisfying and best with food

tabali pinot noir vetas blancas, limari valley, chile 2017 £10.50 
Such a delicious expression of Pinot. One glass so easily leads to another…

Dessert Wine - 75ml
monbazillac château septy, south west, france 2014 £8.00
Honeyed natural sweetness, baked apples and pears

nelson estate noble late harvest semillon, paarl, south africa 2014 £9.75 
Exotic dried  fruit intensity to match the richest of puddings, with its cleansing acidity

wines
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Champagne and Sparkling

1. riflessi prosecco brut nv, italy £35.00
This Prosecco is one of the best we’ve ever tasted. As enjoyable on its own as with food 
2. delamotte grand cru brut le mesnil-sur-oger nv £75.00
3. cremant de loire, de chancenay nv £45.00 
Traditional bottle fermented sparkling (like Champagne). Uplifting, unpretentious fizz

8. pol roger white foil ‘reserved for great britain’ nv £85.00
Once the favourite Champagne of Sir Winston Churchill. This family producer is renowned for their consistent 
focus on quality. Quintessential

9. gusbourne estate brut rose, kent, 2016 £95.00
The highlight of this quality vintage pink fizz is the subtle creamy texture and Summer red fruit flavours that 

linger

10. gusbourne estate brut reserve, kent 2016 £75.00
We are delighted to introduce this exceptional British Vintage fizz produced from Chardonnay, Pinot Noir & 

Pinot Meunier to rival the finest of Champagne. The perfect aperitif

11. delamotte blanc de blancs grand cru vintage 2008 £125.00 
Only made in the finest vintages from some of the best Chardonnay grapes grown on the Cotes des Blancs 
vineyards above Le Mesnil-sur-Oger. Such a refined style of Champagne to savour and appreciate throughout 

a fine meal

12. taittinger brut reserve nv £85.00
Always elegant and fine, Chardonnay dominant blend, giving lifted aromas and an appley freshness

Rosé

5. tendem grenache rosé, languedoc, france 2020 £29.00 
Subtle, pale pink Mediterranean Rosé to sip gently and watch the world go by

6. mas christine rosé, cotes du roussillon, france 2020 £42.00
Andy Cook is an English expat who learned to make wine in New Zealand, ran an excellent wine shop in St. 
Andrews and then settled in Collioure. His real talent is for creating delicious wines from this far flung corner 
of Catalan France. Taste the sunshine

White and Red Half Bottle 

7. Mâcon-Solutré maison auvigue, 2018 £24.00
This delicious, unoaked chardonnay is at its peak now

9. fleurie grand pre domaine la thuilière du gravallon, 2019 £23.00
Gamay vines cultivated on Granite. Berry fruit intensity and toothsome texture

wines
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White Wine

France
 

19. mâcon-uchizy, domaine talmard, burgundy 2020 £42.00
Small family producer of rich, un-oaked pure Chardonnay  

21. cave de l’ormarine picpoul de pinet, languedoc 2020 £32.00 
Picpoul translates as « lipsmacker » and it is crisp, zingy, saline and refreshing

22. clos bagatelle, st chinian blanc, languedoc 2019 £45.00 
A restrained nose of almonds and leafy, herbaceous aromas. Lovely mouthfeel, elegant and linear with 
proper structure and weight. Fine and complete with a delicate mineral finish. Unique blend of Roussanne / 

Carignan Blanc/Grenache Blanc/Vermentino

23. côtes du rhone blanc les becs fins, tardieu-laurent 2014 £49.50 
Savoury, oily textured traditional blend with stone fruit character & herbal tones

24. viré-clessé domaine de la verpaille ‘harmonie’, burgundy 2017 £49.50
Two villages within the Maconnais that have both strived for the best quality their unique terroirs can 
impart upon the quality oak barrel fermented Chardonnay template more often associated with the famous 
appellations further north, such as Meursault & Puligny

25. sancerre andré dézat, loire 2020 £59.00 
For many, the home of Sauvignon Blanc. Especially if you like it subtle, tender, and dry

28. domaine de la motte chablis vielles, vignes 2019 £59.00 
Old vines help deliver an intensely mineral & long flavour profile

29. riesling beblenheim, domaine trapet, alsace 2014 £49.00 
The wine enthusiasts favourite food matching white grape

32. côtes-du-rhone coudoulet du château de beaucastel, 2012 £59.00 
Waxy, full bodied blend of Marsanne & Roussanne

33. montagny bonneveaux 1er cru olivier leflaive, burgundy 2015 £73.00 
Mature white burgundy displaying rich, nutty & complex depth of flavour

England

30. gusbourne estate chardonnay, boot hill vineyard, kent, 2019 £65.00 
Special parcels of Chardonnay grapes from the Boot Hill vineyard are carefully hand picked before gentle 
pressing.  Fermentation was followed by ageing in oak barrels bringing a rich, sound, toastiness to complement 
flavours of white peach, honey and zesty lemon

wines
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Spain 

35. belezos rioja blanco, northern spain 2016 £45.00 
Medium bodied with subtly rich texture balanced by a crisp ripe apple tones and herbaceous finish

36. albarino terra de asorei, galicia, north west spain, 2020 £35.00  
Atlantic Ocean facing vineyards provide zingy, citrussy saline hints...

Italy

37. lugana il gruccione nunzio giraldi, lake garda 2020 £42.00 
Imagine yourself on a sunny terrazza overlooking Lake Garda as this wine has a dreamy uplifting sense of 
holiday relaxation. Refreshing herbaceous feel, subtle early summer stone fruit nuances

38. adria conviviale pinot grigio, 2020 £28.00 
Easy drinking, light and fresh

Germany 

40. erbacher marcobrunn riesling kabinett schloss schönborn, rheingau 2018 £50.00 
Some would say the greatest expression of this noble grape variety. It’s pure and refreshing fruit sweetness is so 
drinkable before, during and after a meal, as long as you have a sweet tooth!

North and South America 

40. carmel road riesling, monterey county, california 2018 £50.00 
The stony minerality and beautiful ripeness of fruit achieved by Carmel Road is attributed in part to the 
unique granite and pebbly subsoil of the vineyards. Classic notes of kerosene entwine with pretty honeysuckle 
and white blossom aromas, delivering a wine of luscious acidity and focus

43. emiliana organic adobe sauvignon blanc, casablanca, chile 2020 £27.00  
Vineyards close to the Pacific Ocean influence this wines zingy, fresh and aromatic style

47. cline viognier, california, usa 2020 £39.00 
Apricot blossom and honeysuckle typically indentify the Viognier grape. It is lushious, rich & full
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Australia and New Zealand

49. the lane block 1a chardonnay, adelaide hills 2018 £42.00 
Marty Edwards and his family craft some of the purest styles of varietal wines anywhere in the world.  
This Chardonnay is no exception

50. esk valley sauvignon blanc, marlborough 2020 £35.00 
Gordon Russell’s philosophy is old school wine making focusing on artisan techniques both in the vineyard 
and winery to highlight each grape varieties hallmark characteristics. A pure expression here: crisp, elegant 
and refined

51. dog point section 54, sauvignon blanc, 2018 £59.00 
Steadily becoming an icon. James Healy and Ivan Sutherland have created one of the most food friendly 
versions of the Marlborough Sauvignon, to rival the best of the Louire Valley. 

52. neudorf rosie’s block chardonnay, nelson 2017 £65.00 
Tim & Judy Finn were pioneers of hand crafted wines in Nelson and have grown Chardonnay vines for over 
40 years

South Africa

39. underworld grenache blanc, western cape 2020 £32.00
A brilliant food wine with ripe zesty lemon freshness and waxy textured richness

53. tea leaf chenin blanc / grenache blanc / palomino, 2019 £42.00
Produced from vines planted in the 1960’s on Citrusdal Mountain. Characterful, textured, rich and 
mouthfilling blend that has excellent food matching potential as it opens up in the glass
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Red Wine

France
 

55. cabernet sauvignon, domaine de saissac, languedoc 2018 £32.00  
Bordeaux structure meets Mediterranean warmth and generosity. A great partnership!  

56. côtes du rhone, vignobles gonnet 2017 £39.00 
Grenache provides generosity and Syrah brings bright fruit character

59. château videau bordeaux superieur, 2018 £30.00 
Quintessential Claret – dry, satisfying and best with food

60. fleurie domaine de la madone, 2019 £45.00 
Gamay vines planted on granite. Pure & dry, red berry fruits and crunchy acidity

61. château la courolle, montagne-saint-emilion, bordeaux 2018 £55.00 
Really juicy and supple blend that is dry and medium bodied

62. crozes-hermitage domaine aleofane, natasha chave, rhone 2019 £59.00 
Pure expression of Syrah, with a modern touch. Red berries & violets on the nose, Lushious texture and 
mouthfeel, long finish

63. domaine sainte croix, roussillon pourboire nature, 2018 £42.00 
English couple Elisabeth and Jon Bowen are part of the "outsiders", an association of expats who all share 
a love and respect for the vineyards and indigenious very old vines of the Languedoc-Roussillon.  This 80% 
Carigan/ 20% Grenache blend produced without resorting to chemical additives is our first natural wine 
listing.  Expect wild brambly fruit and a 'funky' rustic texture.  Delicious! 

64. mas cristine rouge, cotes du roussillon, 2019 £40.00 
Englishman Andy Cook crafts this Old Vine Grenache / Syrah / Carignan blend. Wild herbs on the nose and 
rustic warmth with ripe dark fruits in the glass

65. château barrail du blanc, st. emilion grand cru 2016 £75.00  
The epitome of fine Claret. Merlot lead blend which is dry, but richly textured and smooth

66. château de lamarque, haut-medoc, bordeaux 2018 £65.00 
Cabernet lead blend which shows some finesse as Bordeaux has become softer as producers favour fruit 
richness over tannic structure

67. mas cristine, roussillon red socks, carignan, 2019 £65.00
This is a truly artisan wine (100% very old vines) crafted by Andy Cook in an unfashional area of France that 
has long been dominated by co-operative production.  Wild, intense, brooding, smoky, bramble fruit. 
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68. marsannay domaine trapet pere et Fils, burgundy 2014 £85.00  
As the Northernmost quality appellation of this iconic region, this Marsannay is a dry, fine and restrained a 
style of Pinot Noir. In a word – subtle

71. volnay, domaine cyril-buthiau, burgundy 2014 2015 £95.00  
In recent years Burgundy has become highly sought after by global fine wine lovers. From an excellent vintage, 
drinking beautifully now, expect a complex balance of subtle red fruit, forest floor earthiness and exquisite 

texture

Spain and Portugal

70. quatro ventos, douro valley, portugal 2019 £29.00 
This blend from the heart of the Port region inland from Porto combines Tinta Roriz (Tempranillo), Touriga 
Franca and Tinta Barroca to create a rich, deep and brooding modern style

72. rioja crianza bodegas bohedal, spain 2017 £34.00 
Modern and plush style of Tempranillo based Rioja. Made to be enjoyed both on its own or with a meal

73. rioja crianza bodegas belezos zugober, spain 2017 £39.00 
Traditional barrel maturation develops a lovely hint of balsamic to frame the red fruit core and add a subtle 
hint of vanilla to the finish

74. psi peter sisseck, ribera del duero, spain 2018 £75.00 
Dane Peter Sisseck is among a band of new wave winemakers who in the nineties and early noughties forged 
their reputations by converting the traditional Old Vine Tempranillo based red wines from this great region 
into internationally recognised modern expressions. Full bodied, saturated dark hue and bright fruit intensity 

allied to new oak barrel maturation is the formula that sealed this reputation

Italy

75. il carretto, rosso di puglia igt, 2019 £29.00  
It is unusual to find Sangiovese planted so far south in the ‘heel’ of Italy. The extra warmth and sunshine there 
create a much easier drinking and softer version compared to its Tuscan cousin

76. primitivo macreme, i pastini, puglia 2018 £34.00 
Also known as Zinfandel, and originally from Croatia (where it is called Tribidrag), this is rich, full and 
packed with wild dark fruit intensity
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78. valpolicella ripasso, fumanelli, veneto 2017 £49.50  
An archetypal style reminiscent of an Amarone in its richness and depth of flavour

79. chianti classico, terre di prenzano, vignamaggio, tuscany 2018 £50.00
Sangiovese provides sophisticated, long cherry and balsamic infused character

80. amarone classico reserva terre di cariano cecilia beretta, veneto 2013 £140.00
Probably the biggest red from Italy. The tradional barn drying of the already ripe Corvina bunches from old 

vines, delivers the hallmark complex layers of flavours from lengthy barrel maturation. Vino di meditazione...

North and South America 

82. ruca malen malbec, mendoza, argentina 2017 £42.00 
Since Malbec became synonymous with Argentinian red wine, this producer has consistently achieved the full 
bodied, plummy dark fruit and mocha characteristics that identify the varietal

83. carmenere reserva, casas del bosque, chile 2019 £32.00 
Now well established as the signature red grape of Chile, Carmenere delivers richness and smoky dark fruit 
layers

84. tabali pinot noir vetas blancas, limari valley, chile 2017 £39.00 
Vetas Blancas refers to the limestone that the vineyards are planted on, ideal for Pinot Noir. One of the most 
tasty versions we have tried from South America. Outstanding Value

86. zinfandel edmeades, mendocino, california 2016 £54.00 
Always a big, bold and robust version of this grape thanks to the ripeness acheived, giving supercharged 
flavours of raspberry, cherry and hints of anise and pepper. Not a shrinking violet!

87. pinot noir carmel road, monterey, california 2018 £60.00 
Silky textured & hedonistic ripe morello cherry and spice

Australia and New Zealand

89. shiraz-viognier, the lane, adelaide hills 2019 £54.00 
Fantastic expression of this iconic Aussie cultivar: Plush, silky textured layers of intense dark fruit and a touch 
of spice
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90. eradus pinot noir, awatere valley, marlborough 2020 £54.00 
Mickey Eradus and his Dutch team pursue Burgundian elegance combined with the typical clarity of Pinot’s 
red berry character when grown under the New Zealand sun

South Africa

88. holden manz visionaire, franschhoek 2014 £52.00 
Intense Dark red (14.5% abv, by the way!). Nose of red berries, Mulberry, white pepper, fynbos and violets

Port and Sherry - 75ml

graham’s lbv 2015 £8.00  
Late Bottled Vintage Port showcases the primary dark and intense fruit flavours present in the indigenous 
grapes of the Douro Valley. Its natural sweetness is balanced by structure and fortification

warres otima 10 year old tawny £8.00 
Tawny Port is favoured for its mellow, smooth and complex dried fruit and caramel style. Served chilled to 
partner dessert and especially a wide variety of cheese

palo cortado peninsula solera reserva emilio lustau £6.00 
Complexity derived from dry fino Sherry at the outset altered by oxidation. Nutty, mushroomy and savoury 
all at the same time. Unique

manzanilla dry sherry, barbadillo £5.00 
When Palomino Fino based Sherries are grown, produced and matured in Sanlucar de Barrameda on the 
Guadalquivir river estuary close to the Atlantic they develop a subtle saline tang which makes an ideal aperitif
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